We report on observations of Neptune from the 10-meter W.M. Keck II Telescope on June 17-18 (UT) 2000 and August 2-3 (UT) 2002 using the adaptive optics (AO) system to obtain a spatial resolution of 0.06 arcseconds. With this spatial resolution we can obtain spectra of individual bright features on the disk of Neptune in a filter centered near 2 microns. The use of a gas-only, simple reflecting layer radiative transfer model allows us to estimate the best fit altitudes of 18 bright features seen on these 4 nights and to set a constraint on the fraction of hydrogen in ortho/para equilibrium. On these nights there were three main types of features observed: northern hemisphere features in the range from +30 to −45 degrees; southern hemisphere features in the range from −30 to −50 degrees; and small southern features at −70 degrees. We find that the altitudes of the northern features are in the range from 0.023-0.064 bar, which places them in Neptune's stratosphere. Southern features at −30 to −50 degrees are mainly at altitudes from 0.10 to 0.14 bars. The small features at −70 degrees are somewhat deeper in the upper troposphere, at 0.17 and 0.27 bars. This pattern of features located at higher altitudes in the northern hemisphere and lower altitudes in the south has also been noted by previous observers. The best fits for all the observed spectra give a value of 1.0 for the fraction of hydrogen in ortho/para equilibrium; the value of the helium fraction is less well constrained by the data at 0.24. We suggest that the southern mid-latitude features are methane haze circulated up from below, while the −70 • features may be isolated areas of upwelling in a general area of subsidence. Northern bright features may be due to subsidence of stratospheric haze material rather than upwelling and condensation of methane gas. We suggest that convection efficiently transports methane ice clouds to the tropopause in the Southern mid latitudes and thus plays a key role in the stratospheric haze production cycle. Published by Elsevier Inc.
Introduction
The planet Neptune, when observed at near-infrared wavelengths, shows a striking pattern of bright features at mid-latitudes against a predominantly dark background. These bright features (often called 'clouds' or 'storms') dominate the light from Neptune at wavelengths near 2 µm. This is in contrast to the planet's much more uniform appearance in visible light. Relatively dark features seen at visible wavelengths are thought to originate in the planet's troposphere (Stratman et al., 2001) , whereas the infraredbright clouds are believed to be located near the tropopause * Corresponding author.
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and perhaps in the stratosphere (Baines et al., 1995a; Roe et al., 2001) . At both visible and near-infrared wavelengths, the light we receive from Neptune is reflected sunlight. At blue wavelengths, the cross section for molecular Rayleigh scattering is large, thus the disk of the planet is bright with low contrast brighter and darker features. The Rayleigh scattering cross section decreases dramatically with increasing wavelength and thus is not an important radiative process at near-infrared wavelengths. Methane absorption and H 2 collision-induced absorption (H2-CIA) become important radiative transfer processes at select visible and near infrared wavelength bands (see, for example, Baines et al., 1995a) . Thus, in near infrared images taken through filters which span methane and H2-CIA bands (such as K band), the disk of Neptune appears dark, with distinct bright cloud features.
By tracking the movement of Neptune's infrared-bright features, rotation rates at various latitudes can be determined (e.g., Hammel et al., 1989; Sromovsky et al., 1993 Sromovsky et al., , 1995 Gibbard et al., 2002) . The time variation (on both short and long time scales) of cloud features gives information on the dynamics of Neptune's atmosphere (e.g., Martin et al., 2000 Martin et al., , 2001 Martin et al., , 2002 Sromovsky et al., 1995 Sromovsky et al., , 2001a Sromovsky et al., , 2001b Sromovsky et al., , 2001c Sromovsky et al., , 2002 . Also of interest is the vertical distribution of the haze: at which pressure level do the 'storms' occur, and how does this vary across the planet? Stratospheric haze layers extend from somewhat above the tropopause (at ∼ 0.1 bar) up to perhaps the millibar level (Baines et al., 1995a) . These layers are composed of hydrocarbons such as C 2 H 2 and C 2 H 6 , produced via photolysis of methane gas followed by a series of chemical reactions and condensation (Romani and Atreya, 1988) . These hazes can be probed when observing at infrared wavelengths that are sensitive to methane and hydrogen absorption. By obtaining spectra of Neptune at near-infrared wavelengths we therefore gain a picture of the vertical structure of Neptune's stratosphere.
In the mid-to-late nineties we used the NIRC speckle system at Keck to image Neptune at H-band (1.6 µm). These images showed the planet to be overall quite dark due to absorption by methane gas, with prominent infrared-bright regions mainly in the southern hemisphere . In 1999-2000 we imaged the planet using adaptive optics (AO) techniques , and we took conventional (i.e., ∼ 0.5 spatial resolution) spectra (with the near-infrared spectrometer NIRSPEC) during engineering commissioning time. Using a model of gas absorption in Neptune's atmosphere, we estimated the altitude of bright northern and southern cloud features . The northern feature was found to be at a pressure level of 0.084 bars, and the southern feature at 0.14 bars. An analysis by Sromovsky et al. (2002) , using data from the Infrared Telescope Facility, puts the altitudes of a number of cloud features at between 0.05 and 0.23 bars, while observations by Roddier et al. (1998) suggested that the bright features are located near pressures of 0.1 bars (or possibly higher).
When, in 2000, the Keck Telescope's AO system was fully commissioned, we observed Neptune with the adaptive optics system coupled to NIRSPEC to acquire spatiallyresolved spectra.With the arrival of the new NIRC2 camera and spectrograph in 2002, we obtained additional 2 µm (K band) spectra at a spectral resolution R = 2000 and a spatial resolution of 0.06 arcseconds. In this paper we present an analysis of our spectral data using the method of Roe et al. (2001) . This analysis indicates that, while most of the southern hemisphere cloud features are located near the tropopause at pressures of 0.08-0.14 bars, some of the features in the northern hemisphere are located in the stratosphere, at pressure levels 0.05 bars.
Observations and data reduction
We observed Neptune with the 10-m W.M. Keck II telescope 1 on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, on June 17-18 (UT) 2000 and August 2-3 (UT) 2002. The observations during 2000 were made using NIRSPEC, Keck's 1-5 µm near-infrared spectrometer (McClean et al., 2000) , in its low-resolution (R = 2000) mode. In 2002 we obtained spectra using the newly-commissioned NIRC2 camera and spectrograph, a 1024 × 1024 Aladdin-3 InSb array, 2 at a similar R = 2000. During these times Neptune's sub-Earth latitude (planetographic) was ∼ −28 • , so that our images show primarily Neptune's southern hemisphere. Table 1 summarizes dates, times, and wavelengths of the Neptune images used to position the spectrograph slits. NIRSPEC has a slit-viewing camera, SCAM (a 256 × 256 HgCdTe PICNIC array with 0.017 pixels), which was used to obtain images at the same time as the spectroscopic observations. These images are shown in Fig. 1 , where the location of the slit appears as a dark line. In this case the slit width was 0.072 , which corresponds to 4 pixels in the SCAM images. For NIRC2, images were obtained just before and after the spectra in order check the position of the spectrograph slit. NIRC2 has available fine, medium, and coarse plate scales with pixels of size 0.01, 0.02, and 0.04 arcseconds. Figure 2 shows 0.01 arcsecond pixel images of Neptune obtained on August 2-3, 2002. In Fig. 3 images are shown with pixels of 0.04 arcseconds, the same platescale used for the spectrograph slit. the filters used are given in Table 3 . 3 Reduction of the spectroscopic data consisted of sky and bias subtraction, rectification (for the NIRSPEC images, where the spatial and spectral coordinates are distorted with respect to the pixels on the array), and wavelength calibration. Wavelength calibration of the NIRSPEC images was by means of argon line lamps (calibration and rectification of NIRSPEC spectra is described in detail in Roe et al., 2001) , while the NIRC2 data were calibrated based on OH lines from the Earth's atmosphere (Rousselot et al., 2000) . In order to correct for telluric absorption, we observed A-type stars (shown in Table 2) which were divided by the spectrum of Vega (spectral type A0 V; Colina et al., 1996b) to get an estimate of the atmospheric and instrumental transfer function. The Neptune spectra were then divided by this transfer function. For the NIRSPEC data on June 17 UT, pairs of spectra were averaged in order to improve the signal-to-noise in the spectra. (Due to rotation and changes in features on Neptune we combined only images taken within a ∼ 10 minute interval, which corresponds to a rotation of 3.5 • or about 2.5 pixels.) A single spectrum was analyzed on June 18. For the NIRSPEC June 17 and 18 data, the spatial resolution of the spectra obtained was 0.06 , based on the FWHM of stellar spectra. This corresponds to about 6 pixels in the spatial 3 Filter traces can be found at the Keck Observatory website, http://www2.keck.hawaii.edu:3636/ . dimension on NIRSPEC. The NIRSPEC spectra were thus spatially averaged over 6 pixels (using an optimal weighted extraction technique to mitigate the effect of bad pixels and cosmic ray hits) to obtain spectra of individual features. These spectra are shown in Fig. 4 . The NIRC2 data were averaged over 3 pixels (a spatial scale of 0.12 ). The NIRC2 spectra are shown in Fig. 5 . The wavelength range covered per pixel is 3.354 × 10 −4 microns. Based on observations of telluric OH lines, the spectral resolution achieved for the NIRC2 spectra was 3 pixels, which gives R = δλ λ = 2100. Table 4 gives a list of the features analyzed and their approximate latitudes; these features are individually numbered in Figs. 4 and 5. Features were chosen to be well separated in the images so that contamination of light from other features would not occur.
Neptune model atmosphere
In order to estimate the vertical location of the bright features in our images, we follow the procedure used by Roe et al. (2001) : we construct a model gas-only atmosphere which gives the atmospheric absorption down to a given pressure level. The temperature profile used is that of Lindal (1992) . In the range of 2.0-2.3 µm, the primary opacity is due to H 2 collision-induced absorption and methane absorption. This opacity varies considerably as a function of wavelength, making the relative flux in this wavelength region a good probe of vertical location in Neptune's atmosphere. The bright features are modeled as single, flat, reflecting layers at a given pressure level (the actual reflectivity of the layer does not matter since we are only modeling the shape of the spectrum and not the absolute intensity). The model 0.0, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 Pressure 120 layers evenly spaced in log P from 5.0 to 10 −4 bars a This is the upper limit found by Baines and Hammel (1994) . b Value from Baines et al. (1995b) ; our model is not sensitive to this.
spans the spectral region from 2.08-2.25 microns, avoiding a telluric CO 2 band below 2.08 µm and sharp methane features at > 2.25 µm which are not well-represented by the methane coefficients in the model. In order to model the H 2 collision-induced absorption we use the routines of A. Borysow (Borysow, 1991; Zheng and Borysow, 1995; . This absorption depends on the fraction of H 2 in ortho/para equilibrium as well as the abundance of He. Neptune's 2 µm spectrum is also strongly influenced by methane absorption, which is difficult to calculate in the near-IR due to the large number of methane lines at various strengths in this part of the spectrum. We have therefore used a correlated k-coefficient model as described by Lacis and Oinas (1991) and Goody and Yung (1989) , using the methane coefficients of Irwin et al. (1996) . Because the spectral resolution of this model was 5 cm −1 , we are limited in the spectral resolution of the model spectra we construct. For this reason, we rebinned our NIRSPEC and NIRC2 spectra to the model resolution of 5 cm −1 , which gives a total of 74 spectral data points over the range from 2.08-2.25 µm. The spectral resolution of the rebinned spectra over this range is thus R ∼ 1000.
For each feature, the airmass was calculated from the deprojected feature longitude and latitudes (since we averaged the spectra over several pixels, the average airmass was used). The airmass, along with the values of f He (the mole fraction of helium in the atmosphere), f CH 4 ,s and f CH 4 ,t (the mole fraction of methane in stratosphere and troposphere), and f eq (the fraction of H 2 in ortho/para equilibrium), was used to produce a grid of model spectra for features at various pressure levels in the atmosphere. The values considered in the grid are shown in Table 5 . The predicted transmission spectrum was multiplied by the solar spectrum of Colina et al. (1996a) to predict the reflectance observed from the cloud features. The resulting model spectrum that best fit the data was then determined by minimizing the difference between the observed spectrum and the various models. Further details of this procedure are given in Roe et al. (2001) . Figure 6 shows the best fits to the features observed on June 17 and 18, 2000. The NIRSPEC data from June 17 have Fig. 4 . Extracted spectra from NIRSPEC data on July 17 and 18, 2000. Spectra were extracted by averaging over 6 pixels (0.06 arcseconds or about 1250 km on Neptune). Note that the features observed on June 17 have a relatively low brightness, and therefore the signal/noise ratio is considerably lower than for the June 18 data (where the opposite side of the planet was observed). a lower signal/noise ratio than the June 18 data, mainly because the features observed on June 17 were fainter. June 18 sampled the opposite side of the planet (due to Neptune's rotation period of about 16 hours). Since we observed both sides of Neptune on these two nights, we have a fairly complete picture of the planet's activity at this time. The brightest feature present was the northern feature on June 18; there were also bright latitude bands at −35 and −50 • and a small southern feature at −70 • seen on June 17. The best fit altitudes for these features are given in Table 4 . Our best fit models find that the features at 30-35 degrees north have an altitude of 0.064 bars (which is the same both for the bright feature on June 18 and for the dimmer 'background' haze on June 17). Bright features at −35 and −50 degrees have altitudes ranging from 0.11-0.21 bars, while the small feature at −70 • has a best fit altitude of 0.17 bars. We note that the model fits for June 18 are relatively poor in the range from 2.10-2.15 microns; the flatness of the spectra in this region is not well fit by models that fit the data in the rest of the spectral range. In all cases for the 2000 data the best fit parameters were f eq = 1.0 and f He = 0.24 (although the models are much more sensitive to the f eq than the f He ; see below). Figure 7 shows the best fits for August 2 and 3, 2002. We were able to observe both sides of Neptune in observations 24 hours apart (about 1 1 2 Neptune rotations). The brightest feature present was in the northern hemisphere and was observed on August 3. In the southern hemisphere there were bright bands at −30 • to −45 • , with a single small bright feature at −70 • . Thus the overall appearance of Neptune in 2000 and 2002 was quite similar. The best fit altitude for the bright northern feature seen on August 3 was 0.044 bars, while the best fits for the 'background' northern haze seen on August 2 were altitudes of 0.023 and 0.058 bars. The southern features were located at 0.10-0.13 bars, while the south pole feature was located deeper at 0.27 bars (this was the deepest feature identified in the dataset). As was the case for the 2000 data, the best fits were achieved with values of f eq = 1.0 and f He = 0.24. The model was insensitive to the value of f CH 4 ,t and relatively insensitive to the value of f CH 4 ,s ; the values used here were 0.022 and 1.7 × 10 −3 , respectively.
Results from modeling

NIRSPEC data
NIRC2 data
To give the reader a sense of the sensitivity to changes in the model altitude, Fig. 8 shows the effect of changing the altitude of the right feature (feature #2) observed in the second spectrum from August 3, 2002. Changing the altitude from the best-fit value of 0.12 bar to values of 0.08 or 0.16 bar leads to clearly worse fits than the nominal value. Figure 9 shows the sensitivity of the model to changes in f He . The data shown are again for the right feature in the 2nd spectrum from August 3, 2002 (results are similar for the other spectra). Changing the value of f He to 0.09 or 0.18 gives a best fit of 0.10 or 0.11 bars compared to the nominal 0.12 for the best fit value of f He = 0.24. Thus the estimated altitude of the features does not depend sensitively on this parameter; by the same token we cannot constrain this parameter significantly. Figure 10 shows the model sensitivity to changes in f eq , the fraction of hydrogen in ortho/para equilibrium. Once again the data shown are from the right feature on the 2nd spectrum from August 3, 2002. In this case changing the parameter from its best fit value of 1.0 leads to a significant deterioration in the fit. The best fit altitude for f eq = 0.5 is 0.16 bar, while for f eq = 0.9 it is 0.13 bar. It is clear, however, that the goodness of the model fit depends on a value of f eq 1.
Another parameter that is important in the model is the airmass of Neptune's atmosphere, which we parameterize as the two-way airmass including the photon path through the atmosphere and back. This is determined by the latitude and longitude of the feature. Latitudes and longitudes of all features were determined by deprojection onto a latitudelongitude grid. For features near the center of the disk, where the two-way airmass is close to 2 and varies slowly, a small error in the determination of the airmass is not important, but for features close to the edge of the disk, and especially for features near the disk edge in the northern hemisphere (which is tilted away from us), a small error in location of the feature can change the airmass significantly. For this reason, after determining the airmass of the northern features by deprojection, we also studied the effect of varying the airmass on the model fits. For the bright northern feature observed on August 3, 2002, the best fit altitude for a two-way airmass of 8 (which is obtained from the image deprojection on a latitude-longitude grid) is 0.044. Fits almost as good can be obtained for a two-way airmass of 6 or 10, which would place the cloud altitude at 0.048 or 0.040 bar, respectively.
The effect of underestimating the airmass is to estimate an altitude that is too deep; the real altitude is higher. Overestimating the airmass gives an altitude that is too high. Due to the rapid increase in airmass for the northern hemisphere, the first type of error would be more likely to occur because of imprecise location of the feature. Our studies of the effect of varying airmass indicate that the northern features are truly at high altitudes and this is not an artifact of errors in determining the airmass. We further found that the best fit airmasses for northern hemisphere features did indeed coincide with the locations determined from the deprojections. Varying f eq has a strong impact on the goodness of the fit; a value of f eq = 0.5 is a poor fit to the data and the best fit requires a feature altitude of 0.16 bar. A value of f eq = 0.9 provides a somewhat better, but still inferior fit with a best fit altitude of 0.13 bar.
Discussion
Sources of error
In order to estimate the accuracy of our analysis we must consider several possible sources of error. As mentioned above, there are errors in the airmass of features located near the disk edges or in the northern hemisphere. We estimate, based on the modeling of northern features at varying airmasses discussed above, that these errors may lead to a ±10% error in feature altitude in the most extreme cases. Another possible source of error is the fact that we model the bright features as flat layers at a single altitude. If the feature instead extends down through several layers (with an optical depth 1 in the topmost layer), then this would also be inconsistent with our simplified modeling. It is known that the stratospheric haze on Neptune does not consist of a single layer, but is instead located in several haze layers (Baines et al., 1995a) . Since our modeling ignores the 'background' haze layers this may affect the accuracy of the modeling. In particular there is concern about residual light that may affect the shape of the spectrum in the H 2 absorption region. In order to gauge the effect of this residual light we have examined a region of Neptune that appears to be free of bright features (the equatorial region) to gauge the background residual light. Figure 11 shows an example of the spectrum of the equator compared to that of the bright features. The equatorial spectrum is nearly flat (although there Fig. 11 . A comparison of the dark equatorial region to the bright features of the planet. The spectrum of the equatorial region is nearly flat, with a flux at most 10-20% of that of the bright features. This illustrates that a uniform, background haze has only a small effect on the shape of the spectrum even in the 2.1-2.2 micron region.
is a slightly increased flux in the 2.1-2.2 µ region) and the amount of residual light in the 2.1-2.2 µ region is less than 10% of that of the brighter features, and less than 20% of that of the darker (south polar) feature. For this reason we feel that the residual light does not have a major effect on the accuracy of our modeling.
In some cases (for example, the data from July 18, 2000), a relatively poor fit in the 2.10-2.15 micron range could be due to the presence of cloud layers at different altitudes, or an optically-thin cloud layer with a significant vertical extent. Attempting to reproduce such extended features would require a more sophisticated model that includes multiple scattering between cloud layers. Such a model is beyond the scope of this paper. We have also assumed that the cloud properties do not vary as a function of wavelength, which seems reasonable for the narrow wavelength range considered here. Another question we might consider is whether the features we observe are resolved or unresolved; that is, whether features cover the entire area of the pixel or only a fraction of it. Some of the features we have observed are indeed resolved (such as the longitudinal slice taken on August 3, 2002), while others are not. What this means is that the light we receive from unresolved features is a combination of the bright feature and its surroundings. Since the surroundings have very low signal (Fig. 11) , for unresolved features we have effectively a dilution of the signal from the bright feature. If we were attempting to calculate absolute I/F values (as Sromovsky et al., 2001c, did) , this would be important, but this does not make any difference in our determination of cloud heights, which depends only on the relative fluxes at different wavelengths.
A second source of error comes from the model itself. There are errors associated with the uncertainty in Neptune's pressure-temperature structure (Lindal, 1992) , and assumption of a constant P -T profile at different latitudes on the planet. The methane k-coefficients used are extrapolated from Irwin et al. (1996) laboratory measurements at much warmer temperatures than those relevant to Neptune. It is difficult to know how this would bias the results; however our results are largely independent of Neptune's methane concentration in stratosphere or troposphere, which indicates that our uncertainly in the methane coefficients in not a major limiting factor in our accuracy. The fitting is indeed dominated by the H 2 collision-induced absorption, which is well known at these temperatures.
Our studies of the variation of best-fit altitude with changes in the parameter f He indicates that we cannot constrain this variable to any great extent; while the best fit values are consistently f He = 0.24, smaller values also give a reasonable fit at a somewhat lower altitude. The effect of changing f He to 0.09 is a raising in altitude by about 20%, or about 10% for f He = 0.18. Conrath et al. (1993) found a value of f He = 0.15, which is not inconsistent with our data. In the case of f eq , the best fit is for f eq = 1.0, with reasonable model fits requiring f eq 0.8. Baines et al. (1995b) found an equilibrium ortho/para ratio to be the best fit for Neptune, and Baines and Smith (1990) also found f eq = 1.0, with a lower limit of 0.85. A reanalysis of Voyager IRIS data by Conrath et al. (1998) also indicated values of f eq that were close to equilibrium. Our results are thus consistent with previous work.
Variation of feature altitudes with latitude
We have investigated three main classes of features on Neptune: northern hemisphere features at 30-45 • , southern hemisphere features in the range −30 • -−50 • , and far southern feature(s) at −70 • . We have found that the northern hemisphere features are consistently at higher altitudes than the southern ones (0.023-0.064 vs 0.10-0.21 bars). There may indeed be a trend toward increasing feature altitude from south to north (we have only two data points for the far southern feature(s) which are located at −70 • ; the best fit altitudes are 0.17 and 0.27 bars).
Our findings are consistent with the estimation of relative cloud heights from shadows cast on a background cloud layer in Voyager imaging data. Smith et al. (1989) found a mean height of 100 km above the underlying cloud deck for features at 27 degrees North, and 50 km for features at 71 degrees South. Assuming upper tropospheric temperatures and assuming that the underlying cloud deck lies at 3 bar, they estimated that the Southern clouds were close to the tropopause. Observations by Roe et al. (2001) (southern feature altitude of 0.144 and northern feature at 0.084), also indicate a trend of higher altitude features in the north. The northern features we observed at 0.023 and 0.04 bars are at higher altitudes than previously observed features, while a feature at −70 • and 0.27 bars is the deepest feature reported thus far. A comparison with features identified by Sromovsky et al. (2001c) shows that they estimated a pressure level of 0.06 ± 0.02 bars for a feature at 38 • N, 0.19 ± 0.04 bars for a feature at 30 • S, and 0.23 ± 0.04 bars for a feature at 45 • S, numbers that are consistent with pressures we find for features at similar latitudes.
The infrared-bright features discussed in this paper are bright due to sunlight reflected off clouds or haze layers. We derived the altitudes of these regions by assuming the reflecting layers can be represented by a reflecting sheet of material at a particular altitude, but we cannot determine the composition of the particulates. According to Baines and Smith (1990) , the stratospheric hazes most likely are made up of hydrocarbons, and the tropospheric haze may be methane haze. We typically see the northern features at altitudes of 0.023-0.06 bars, clearly in Neptune's stratosphere. In contrast, the southernmost feature is seen much deeper, ∼ 0.2-0.3 bars, which puts it in the upper troposphere. The features at mid-southern latitudes are located near 0.1-0.15 bar level, near the tropopause. Moses et al. (1992) have considered the critical level for the onset of nucleation for constituents in Neptune's atmosphere. The onset for methane nucleation is 1 bar and for photolytic products ranges from 0.001-0.060 bar. Thus bright features located at pressures greater than 0.1 bar are likely methane ice clouds which are formed in the troposphere and subsequently entrained by convective upwellings to higher altitudes (Baines et al., 1995a) , whereas features at 0.023-0.06 bar are likely the result of photolytic haze enhancement.
The altitude of tropospheric methane clouds is important to our understanding of the chemistry and dynamics of Neptune. Photochemical haze production cycles depend on the delivery of methane across the cold trap to the stratosphere. Methane cloud entrainment may play a significant role in methane transport, along with diffusion of methane from the troposphere. Our results indicate that convection is an efficient means of delivering methane to the tropopause in the Southern midlatitudes (−30 • -−50 • ) where clouds reach as high as 0.1 bar at the bottom of the stratosphere. In the South polar feature at −70 • where clouds reach as high as 0.17 bar, methane clouds perhaps do not reach the tropopause but may increase methane concentration for diffusive transport to the stratosphere. The existence of higher altitude methane clouds at southern midlatitudes is in agreement with the meridional motions determined from Voyager data. Conrath et al. (1989) analyzed 200-450 cm −1 IRIS data and applied a radiative dynamical model to deduce a global circulation pattern of upwelling at southern midlatitudes and subsidence at low and high latitudes in the troposphere. The entrainment of the South polar (−70 • ) feature is likely related to local dynamical activity rather than meridional circulation.
The Northern haze enhancement features in the stratosphere are perhaps linked to local dynamical features. These are at the same latitude as the companion cloud to the Northern dark spot NGDS-32 (Hammel et al., 1995; Sromovsky et al., 2002) . These also could be precipitated by a down draft in the stratosphere. Bézard et al. (1991) have inferred from Voyager IRIS 729 cm −1 data subsidence at 30 degrees latitude, however their data does not extend north of 30 degrees.
Conclusions
Spectroscopy of bright features on Neptune in the 2-micron range is a good diagnostic of the features' vertical location because of the spectrum's sensitivity to the hydrogen absorption in this wavelength interval. Using adaptive optics to obtain a spatial resolution of 0.06 (which is 40 resolution elements across the disk or about 1200 km on Neptune), we have estimated the best-fit altitudes of 18 bright features seen at various latitudes on Neptune in 2000 and 2002. Our results agree with previous observations that Neptune's bright cloud features are located at higher altitudes in the northern hemisphere and deeper in the south; however with the use of adaptive optics we are able to clearly identify individual features and thus to make a more accurate determination of cloud height as a function of latitude.
We find that in the bright bands extending from −30 • to −50 • in Neptune's southern hemisphere most of the features are located at altitudes of 0.10-0.14 bars. A small feature observed in both 2000 and 2002 at −70 • appears to be located at deeper in the atmosphere at 0.17-0.27 bars. Features in the northern hemisphere are uniformly at higher altitudes, ranging from 0.023-0.064 bars, which is above the tropopause. Comparisons to suggested circulation patterns on Neptune indicates that the southern mid-latitude features are methane haze circulated up from below, while the southernmost feature may be an isolated area of upwelling in a general area of subsidence. Northern bright features, with altitudes in the stratosphere, may be due to subsidence of stratospheric haze material rather than upwelling and condensation of methane gas.
